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Let R, be euclidean n-space with a Cartesian coordinate system in which 0 
is the origin. Let L denote a lattice in R, of determinant 1 such that there is a 
sphere centred at 0 which contains n linearly independent points of L on its 
boundary but no point of L other than 0 inside it. A well-known conjecture in 
the geometry of numbers asserts that any closed sphere in R, of radius &z/z 
contains a point of L. This is known to be true for n < 5. Here we prove that 
it is true for n = 6. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a lattice in euclidean n-space R, . By the reduction theory of 
quadratic forms introduced by Korkine and Zolotareff [l], a Cartesian 
coordinate system may be chosen in R, in such a way that L has a basis 
of the form (4 , 0, 0, . . . . (0, (a,, , 4 , O,..., 0) ,... , knl , an2 ,..., G.,+I , A,), 
where A, , A, ,..., A, are all positive and further for each i = 1,2,..., n 
any two points of the lattice in Ri of basis (Ai , 0, O,..., 0), 
(~+l,i, -%+I, O,..., O), . . . . (ani, a,,i+l ,...> awn-1 , 4 
are at a distance at least Ai apart. Some time ago [7] I advanced the 
cON3EClWRE 1. Z’A,A, -*a A,, = 1 and Ai < A&or i = 1,2,..., n then 
any closed sphere in R, of radius 4 d/n contains a point of L. 
The interest in this conjecture stems from the fact that it immediately 
implies: 
CONJECTURE 2. If L is a lattice in R, such that some sphere centred 
at the origin 0 has n linearly independent points of L on its boundary and no 
point of L other than the origin inside it and iffurther the determinant d(L) 
of L is 1 then any closed sphere in R, of radius 4 l/ii contains a point of L. 
To see this, suppose L satisfies the hypothesis of Conjecture 2 but not of 
Conjecture 1, so that in the appropriate coordinate system At > A, for 
some i. Then by the Korkine-Zolotareff reduction any point of L linearly 
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independent of (A, , 0, 0 ,..., 0), (a,, , A, , 0 ,..., 0) ,..., (u~-~,~ ,..., ai.--l,i--2 , 
A,-1 ) o,..., 0) is at least a distance Ai > A, from 0. However the sphere 
centred at 0 of radius A, certainly contains a point of L on its boundary 
namely (A, , 0, 0 ,..., 0) but also cannot have more than i - 1 linearly 
independent points of L on its boundary contradicting the hypothesis of 
Conjecture 2. Hence Ai < A, for all i and the result follows. 
Conjectures I, 2 are known to be true for II < 5; see for example 
Davenport [4], Hofreiter [5], Dyson [6], Cleaver [2] and Woods [7]. The 
object here is to prove Conjecture 1 when it = 6. The method employed 
is that used for the case n = 5 but becomes somewhat more involved. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let L be a lattice in R, reduced in the sense of Korkine and 
Zoiotarefi Let further A(&) denote the critical determinant of the unit 
sphere in R, of centre 0. If 2A(S,+,) A,” > d(L) then any closed n-sphere 
of radius 
R = A,(1 - (Al” A(S,+,)/d(L))2)‘/2 
contains a point of L. 
LEMMA 2. Let L be as in Lemma 1. For a fixed integer i with 
1 < i < n - 1 denote by L, the lattice in Ri with the necessarily reduced 
basis 
(AI 3 (A.--, 01, (~21 7 A2 9 (A..., Oh.., (ai1 3 ai2 ,--.y ai,i-l p 4 
and denote by L2 the lattice in Rnei with the similarly reduced basis 
(4+l, 0 ,... , 01, (4+2.c+l, Ai+2, 0 ,... , O),..., (G,~+~ ,..., an,n-l, -4). 
.?f any sphere in Ri of radius rl contains a point of L, and if any (closed) 
sphere in Rnmi of radius r2 contains a point of L, then any sphere in R, of 
radius (r12 + r22)1/2 contains a point of L. 
LEMMA 3. Let L be as in Lemma 1. Then 
A;+;, > gAi2 and A:+, > $Ai2 for all relevant i. 
LEMMA 4. A(&) = d/3/2, I/ dZ, 4, l/22/2 for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 
respectively. 
The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 are contained in [7] while Lemmas 3 
and 4 are classical results of Korkine and Zolotareff [l]. 
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3. METHOD OF PROOF 
We assume that Conjecture 1 is false for n = 6 and derive a contra- 
diction. Thus let L be a lattice satisfying the hypothesis of the conjecture 
for n = 6 and let S be a sphere of radius 4 46 in R, that contains no point 
of L. The preceding lemmas now yield a large quantity of small pieces 
of information that must be pieced together to derive the desired contra- 
diction. As an example of how these lemmas are used, let L, denote the 
lattice in R, of basis (A, , 0, 0), (a,, , A, , 0) and (aS1 , as2 , A,) and let L, 
denote the lattice in R, of basis (A,, 0, 0), (ab4, A, , 0) and (Q , ae5, AJ. 
Then by Lemma 1, any sphere in R, of radius 
contains a point of L, provided only that Al3 3 A&A, , and any sphere 
in R, of radius 
contains a point of L, provided only that Ad3 3 &&A,. 
Applying Lemma 2 and using our hypothesis, there results the 
conditional inequality 
(3,3) If A,2 > A,& 
then 4A12 + 4AJ2 - A,8A,2A,2As2 - A,8A12A22A32 > 6. 
We use the obvious notation (3,3) to denote this conditional inequality so 
that for instance (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) denotes 
Al2 + A22 + A32 + Ad2 + As2 + AG2 > 6, 
a trivial inequality that is no use to us, that results by considering the one- 
dimensional lattices (AJ which clearly contain a point of any l-sphere 
of radius $Ai and re-iterate Lemma 2. 
Certain of the conditions imposed by Lemma 1 are automatically 
satisfied. As we have already seen, Al3 3 A,A,A, by the hypothesis 
Ai < Al . Also by Lemma 3, 
d/z Ai 3 Ai+l for i = 1,2, 3,4. 
Hence we shall ignore these conditions when they arise. Finally we 
abbreviate the notation to avoid too many subscripts by writing 
A = A12, B = A22, C = A32, D = Ap2, E = Ah2, F = Ae2. 
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4. PR~~F OF THE THEOREM 
Case (1): F > 1. 
Inequality (3, 1, 1, 1) yields 
4A+D+E+F-A4DEF>6. (1) 
Writing Ai = 1 + ai in this and noting that a, > 0, a, > 0, it follows at 
once that 
(i) One of D, E is less than 1. 
Inequality (2, 2, 1, 1) yields 
4A + 4C + E + F - 2((A2/B) + (P/D)) > 6 
and using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality this implies 
4A12 + 4As2 + As2 + Ae2 - 4A,3A33A,A, > 6. (2) 
Writing Ai = 1 + bi in this the only terms with positive sign on the left- 
hand side are bb2 + ba2. If now b, > 0 then b, < bl and then 
bs2 + be2 < 2b12, however -8b12 also occurs which is more than enough 
to cancel this out. Hence 
(ii) One of C, E is less than 1. 
A similar argument applied to (2, 1,2, 1) yields 
(iii) One of C, D is less than 1. 
The inequality (1, 2, 2, 1) gives after a similar application of the arithmetic- 
geometric mean inequality, 
Al2 + 4A22 + 4A42 + Ae2 - 4A,A23A43A, > 6. 
With Ai = 1 + bi the positive-signed terms on the left-hand side are 
b12 + be2 and among the negative-signed terms are -2b, - 2b, . Using 
Lemma 3 we obtain A < aB, A < $C, A < 20, A < SE and since at 
least one of B, C, D, E is less than 1 it follows that A < 4 so that b, < 1 
and therefore b12 + be2 is concelled out by -2b, - 2b, . Hence 
(iv) One of B, D is less than 1. 
Subcase (I): C > 1. By (ii) and (iii) it follows that D d 1 and E < 1. 
Then C2 < DE and inequality (1, 1, 3, 1) holds, namely, 
A+B+4C-C4ABF+F>6, 
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from which it follows in the same manner as before that B < 1. Also 
(2, 3, 1) holds so 
4A + 4C + F - (2A”/B) - C4ABF > 6. 
Putf(x) = C4AFx + 2A2/x so thatf(x) has a minimum at x2 = 2A/C4F. 
Thus if 2A 3 C4F it follows that 
4A + 4C + F - 2A2 - C4AF > 6, 
which is impossible by the usual argument. Hence 2A < C*F and then we 
have 4A12 + 4Aa2 + AG2 - 2 d/z A,3A34A, > 6 and ~‘2 A, < A34AG so 
that 
4A +4C+F-4A2 > 6. 
With Ai = 1 + a, this gives 
-4a, + 4a, + a, - 4a12 > I 
so that in particular a6 > 1. But A, < 1 implies a, < l/3 and therefore 
also a, < l/3, a contradiction. Hence C < 1. 
Subcase (II): D > 1. It has just been proved that C < 1 and by (i) 
also E < 1. Assume for the time being that B 3 1. Then (1,2,2, 1) gives 
as before Al2 + 4A22 + 4A42 + Ae2 - 4A,A23A43As > 6. Noting that 
(1+x,)~~~(1+x,J31+x,+~~~+x,whenxi~0,wehave 
A,A,3A,3A, 3 1 + (A, - 1) + (A23 - 1) + G443 - 1) + 646 - 1) 
or 
Thus 
A,A23A43A, > A, + A23 + A43 + A, - 3. 
Al2 + 4A22 + 4A42 + Ae2 - 4(A, + A23 + A43 + A,) :> - 6 
or 
(Al2 - 4A,) + (Ae2 - 4AJ + 4(A22 - A23) + 4(Ad2 - A43) > -6. 
Hence 
(Al2 - 4A,) + (As2 - 4AJ > -6. 
However (x - 1)(x - 3) < 0 if 1 < x < 3 so that in this range 
x2 - 4x < -3, and thus since Al < 2 we have our contradiction. This 
implies that B < 1. Now inequality (3, 2, 1) gives 
4A + 40 + F - A4DEF - 2D2/E > 6. 
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The function .f(x) = A4DFx + 2D2/x has a minimum at x2 = 2D/A4F. 
Thus if 20 > A4F then 
4A+4D+F-A4DF-2D2>6, 
which is impossible by the usual reasoning. Hence 2/Z A, < A14A, and 
4A12 + 4A42 + Ae2 - 2 I/Z A,4A43A, > 6. 
The cubic g(x) = 4x2 - 2 dZ A14A,X3 has turning points at x = 0 and 
x = 8/6 d2 A14A, < 8/12A, < I since A, > 1. 
Therefore we may replace A, by 1 in the above inequalities to obtain 
and 
4A12 + AG2 - 2 dz A14A, > 2 
The quadratic x2 - 2 d/z A14x has one turning point at x = d/z AI4 > A, 
and this gives a minimum value. Hence we may decrease A, in the above 
two inequalities until either 
(a) AtA, = d/-i, A, > 1 or (b) A, = 1, AI4 > d/2. 
If we are in case (b) then 
4A12 - 2 1/z AI4 > 1, 
but the quadratic 4x - 2 v’/Z x2 has one turning point at x = l/ 42 < 1 
and this is a maximum so we can decrease AI until AI4 = 1/Z and retain 
the inequality which yields 
a contradiction so we must have case (a). Upon substitution for A,, 
the inequality becomes 
4 - 21/4/A;/2 + AG2 - 4 > 2. 
The function 4 * 21f4/x + x4 has one turning point at x5 = 2114 and this 
is a minimum. On the other hand A14A, = 21/2 implies Ae5 < 21j2 or 
(A:‘2)5 < 21i4 and hence we may decrease A, to 1 in the above inequality 
to get 4 . 2114 > 5, a contradiction as before. It follows that D < 1. 
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Subcase (III): E > 1. If B > 1 then by what has already been shown 
Ag4 3 A,2A42 so that inequality (1, 3, 1, 1) holds, namely, 
A+4B+E+F-B4AEF>6, 
and this is impossible by the usual reasoning, hence B < 1. 
Now inequality (3, 1, 1, 1) always holds so 
4A+D+E+F-A4DEF>6 (1) 
and further, since BC < 1 we have 
ADEF > 1. (2) 
Write A=l+a, B=l-b, C=l-c, D=l-d, E=l+e, 
F = 1 +fso that a, b, c, d, e, f are all nonnegative. Put g = e +fso that 
g < 2a. 
Since E > 1 it follows that F < A < 20 < 2E and therefore also 
inequality (2,2,2) holds. If for number X, Y we write X = 1 + x and 
Y = 1 + y there results the identity 
2x - P/Y = 1 + y - ((x - y12/(1 + Y)) cd 
which we shall refer to frequently as identity (x). Applying this identity to 
inequality (2,2,2) we obtain 
-b-ddf>O, 
which implies that f > d so that a > d and therefore also df < 2a2. 
Multiplying (2) by 4a + 2a2 and adding it to (1) we arrive at 
(cif - 2a2) + (22 d - 2a3) + (2a3 dg - 2a3g) + (a4 d - d’) 
+ (a” dg - a4g) + ef(l + a)(1 - d)(a - 1 - a2 - a3) > 0. 
But since each bracket is patently nonpositive we have a contradiction. 
It follows that E < 1. 
Subcase (IV): B < 1. Again we have BC < 1 so that ADEF = 1 + h 
where h > 0. But as D < 1 and E < 1 it follows that 
D + E < 1 + ((1 + h)/AF). 
Applying this to identity (3, 1, 1, 1) we obtain 
4A + 1 + ((1 + h)/AF) - A3(l + h) + F > 6, 
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or 
4A2F + AF2 + (1 + h)(l - A4F) - 5AF > 0. 
Hence 4A2F + AF + 1 - A4F - 5AF > 0. But substituting A = 1 + a 
and F = 1 +f we arrive at 
(uf+f2 - 2a2)+(@ - 4u3 - 2u2f) -d - 4df-df> 0 
which is clearly impossible since a >, jI Thus B > I. 
We have therefore arrived at the main subcase in this argument: 
Subcuse(V):B>l,C<l,D<l,E<l,F>l. Atthispointwe 
must bound A, B by using the main lemma with n = 4. Put A = 1 + a, 
B=l+b,C=l-c,D=l-d,E=l-e,F=l+f. 
Claim (i) A < 2113. 
Proof. By inequality (1, 2, 2, 1) and identity (x) we get 
a-2c-2e+f>O 
and hence 
e -c Ha + f>. 
Then 
AEF 3 (1 + a +f)(l - &(a +f)) = 1 + &(a +f) - &(a +f)” 3 1 
since a < 4 by Lemma 3. 
Let us assume by way of contradiction that A > 2113. Then 
A4EF > 2, 
but this is precisely the condition under which inequality (4, 1, 1) holds 
and so 
4A-&-A5EF+E+F>6. 
Now 1 - iA5F < 0 hence we may decrease E in this inequality (4, 1, 1) 
until AEF = 1 to obtain 
4A--A4+F+l/AF>6. 
Since 1 < F < A and F + l/AF has a unique minimum as F varies so it 
follows that either 
or 
(i) 4A-+A4+A+1/A2>6 
(ii) 4A-$A4+1/A>5. 
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In Case (ii) this can be rewritten as 
$A5-4A2+5A<l. 
With A = 1 + a this becomes 
0 > 4 - +a + a2 + 5a3 + (5/2) d + ia” 
which is impossible so we must have (i), i.e. 
2 > &(~4 - 10A + 12) or 0 > 1 - 3a2 + lOa i- 15a4 -I- 6a5 + aa. 
If a > 3/10 then lOa - 3a2 > 0 whereas if a < 3110 then 1 - 3a2 > 0. 
Thus we have the contradiction that proves Claim (i). 
Claim (ii) B5 < 2. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that B5 3 2. Then 
AB4F 3 B5F > 2 
which is precisely the condition under which inequality (1, 4, 1) holds. 
Thus 
A+4B-$B5AF+F>6. 
However 1 - $B5A < 0 so we can decrease F and retain inequality (1,4, 1) 
until F = 1, hence 
A + 4B - SAB5 > 5. 
But 1 - $8 < 0 so we can decrease A to B to get 5B - $B6 > 5 or 
0 > B6 - 10B + 10. Now B6 - 10B + 10 has no real roots and this is 
the contradiction that proves Claim (ii). 
Claims (i) and (ii) imply that 0 < a < 0.26, 0 < b < l/6. Now by 
inequalities (1,2,2, l), (2, 2, 1, 1) and (2, 1,2, 1) and identity (x) it follows 
that 
a-2c-2e+f>O, 
2b-2d-e+f >0, 
2b-c-2e+f >0, 
and these imply that 
(4 e < t@ + f>, (B) e + f < 4~ + (Wf + b. 
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Further we have inequalities (3, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 3, 1, 1) namely 
(I) 4A+D+E+F-A4DEF>6 
(II) A + 4B + E + F - B4AEF > 6. 
We add twice Inequality (I) to Inequality (II) and calculate the terms 
of various orders separately. Evidently there are no terms of zero or first 
order as these cancel out. 
Second order term = -12~2~ + (8~ + f)(d f e) - g@ - de 
-6b2-4ab+(4b+a+f)e-4bf-af 
< -12~~ + (8~ + 2f)(ta + (3/4)f + b) - Mf 
- 6b2 - 4ab + &(a + f)(a + 4b +f) - ‘Wf-- af 
= -9&z - l+zf + 6ab + 2f 2 - 6b2. 
We look for an upper bound to this expression. The function 2f 2 - l&f 
as a function off has a single minimum and so its maximum value in 
the range 0 < f < a is either achieved for f = 0 or for .f = a. But for 
f = 0 it vanishes whereas whenf = a its value is ia2 > 0. Hence 
2f 2 - 1 &zf < &a2 
and the second-order term is bounded above by 
-9a2 + 6ab - 6b2. 
As a function of b this expression has its maximum at b = $a. Hence the 
second-order term is bounded above by 
-7$a2 . (ia) 
In computing the terms of various orders it is clear that any term containing 
de occurs with the negative sign so from now on we ignore such terms. 
Then the third-order term is bounded above by 
2(-4u3 + (6a2 + 4uf)(d + e) - 6a”f) - 4b3 - 6ab2 - 6b”f 
+ (6b2 + 4ab + 4bf + af >e - 4abf 
< q-k3 + (6a2 + 4uf)($z + (3/4)f+ b) - 6a"f) --46' --cd2 - 6b2f 
+ (6b2 + 4ab + 4bf+ af) Ha i-f) - kbf 
= -5a3 - $a2f + 14a2b + 63af 2 
+ 8abf - 4b3 - 3ab2 - 3b”f + 2bf 2. 
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As a function off the expression -$a”f + 6+af 2 + Sabf - 3by + 2bf 2 
has one minimum, hence the maximum value of it in the range 0 G f < a 
is either that at f = 0 or that at f = a. But at f = 0 it vanishes 
whereas at f = a its value is 
6a3 + 10a2b - 3ab2 
which is clearly positive and so the maximum value of the expression. 
Hence the third-order term is bounded above by 
a3 + 24a2b - 4b3 - 6ab2. 
As a function of b this expression is monotone increasing for 0 & b < a 
hence if a < l/6 we may replace b by a to obtain the upper bound 
1 5a3, 
whereas if a > l/6 we replace b by l/6 which we have already seen is 
larger than b to obtain the upper bound 
4a2 + a3. 
But as a < 0.26 it is clear that in both cases an upper bound would be 
(4.26) a2. Thus the third-order term is bounded above by 
(4.26) a2. (iia) 
The fourth-order term does not exceed 
-2a4 - 8ay + (82 + 12a2f)(d + e) - b4 - 4ab3 - 4b”f 
+ (4b3 + 6b2f + 6ab2 + 4abf) e - 6ab2f 
< -2a4 - 8a3f + @a3 + 12a2f)(ta + (3/4) f + b) - b4 - 4ab3 - 4b3f 
+ $(a +f)(4b3 + 6b”f + 6ab2 + 4abf) - 6ab”f 
= a3f + 8a3b + 9a2f 2 + 14a2bf - b4 - 2ab3 - 2b”f + 3a2b2 
+ 3b2f2 + 2abf 2. 
Ignoring the negative terms and estimating the remaining terms from 
above by the inequalities a < 0.26 and b < l/6 the expression is bounded 
above by 
1 .887a2. (iiia) 
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The fifth-order term is bounded above by 
-2a”f + (2a4 + 8a3f)(d + e) - ab4 - bff 
+ (b4 + 4ab3 + 4by + 6ab2f) e - 4aby 
- 2dtf + (2a4 + 8a”f)($a + (3/4)f + b) - ab4 - b4f 
+(b4 + 4ab3 + 4b”f + 6ab2f) &(a + f) - 4ab”f 
= (3/2) a4f + &a5 + 6a”f 2 + 2&b + Wbf - +ab4 - $b4f + 2a2b5 
+ 4ab”f + 3a2b2f + 2b3f2 + 3ab2f2. 
Now among the fourth-order terms those with negative sign were ignored 
in bounding the term. Hence these terms may be incorporated here to 
balance out some of the fifth-order terms. The fourth-order term left 
over is 
-b4 - 2ab3 - 2b”f, 
and this balances out 
2a2b3 + 4ab3f + 2bSf2 
since this is 
b3(2a2 + 4af + 2f3 d b3(0.52a + 1.04f + 0.52f) < b3(b + 2a + 2f). 
Hence we look for a bound to what is left, namely 
(3/2) a”f + &a5 + 6a3f 2 + 2a4b + 8a3bf + 3a2by + 3aby2 
< (3/2) a5 + ia5 + 6a5 + 2a4b + 8a4b + 3a3b2 + 3a3b2 
= 8a5 + 10a4b + 6a3b2 
< a2(8(0.26)3 + 10(0.26)2/6 + 6(0.26)/36) < 0.3005a2. 
Hence the adjusted fifth-order term does not exceed 
0.3005a2. (iva) 
The terms of sixth and seventh orders which are the only ones remaining 
are 
2df (d + e) + (ab4 + by + 4aby + ab4f) e - ab”f 
< 2dtf(ia + (3/4)f+ b) + Ha +fW4 + W+ bb'f+ @f) 
Q W(O.26 + l/6) + a(2ab4 + 4a2b3 + a2b4) < 0.3a2. 
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Hence the remaining terms do not exceed 
Thus by (ia)-( 
0.3a2. 64 
2(4A+D+E+F-A4DEF-6)+(A+4B+E+F-B4AEF-6) 
< (- 74 + 4.26 + 1.887 + 0.3005 + 0.3)a2 < 0 
our contradiction which concludes Case (1). The sum total of our 
labours up to this point is the conclusion that F < 1. 
Case(2)E> 1. 
Subcase (i) : C > 1. 
Since we already have F < 1 so 2E 3 F and therefore inequality 
(2, 2,2) holds, namely, 
4A + 4C + 4E - 2(A2B-l + C2D-l + E2F-l) > 6. 
By the arithmetic-geometric mean this implies 
2(A+C+E)--ACE>3 
which is impossible by the usual reasoning. 
Hence we must have C < 1. 
Subcase (ii): B < 1. Applying the identity (x) to the inequality 
(2,2,2) it follows at once that D 2 1 so we may write A = 1 + a, 
B=l-b, C=l-c, D=l+d,E=l+e,F=l-fwherea,b, 
c, d, e, f are nonnegative. Further write DE = 1 + g so that g > d + e. 
We have 
(1 + a)(1 -f)(l + d > 1 
or 
a-f+g- af-fgfag--agf >O. 
Also inequality (3, 1, 1, 1) becomes 
4(1 + 4 + (1 + 4 + (1 + 4 + (1 -8 
- (1 + aj4(l -f)(l + g> > 6. 
Now multiply (a) by 4a + 2a2 and add to (b). We obtain 
d + e - g - 2a2 - 2a3 -a4+2a3f+df-2a3g- 
+ 28fg + a!fg > 0. 
(4 
(b> 
a4g + fg 
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Since f < 1 it follows that 
d+e-g+fg-2a2>0 
and as g = d + e + de this becomes 
-de + f (d + e) + def - 2a2 > 0. 
Applying identity (x) to inequality (2,2,2) we obtain 
-b+d--f>O 
so that d > f and therefore also a > f. Further, by hypothesis, d + e <2a 
and so 
-de + f(d + e) + def - 2a2 > 0, 
a contradiction. Therefore we must have B > 1. 
Subcase (iii): D > 1. 
Claim (i): BC > 1. 
For assume that this assertion is false. Then as in the previous case 
DE = 1 fgand 
d+e-g-2a2-2a3-a4+2a3f-ta4f-2a3g-a’g+fg 
+ 2a”fg + a”fg > 0. 
Now if f > e then EF < 1 so that D2 3 EF and therefore also inequality 
(3, 3) holds, namely, 
4A + 40 - A4DEF - D4ABC > 6. 
Using the arithmetic geometric mean this becomes 
4A + 40 - 2A2D2 > 6, 
which contradicts D > 1 by the usual reasoning. Hence we must have 
f < e < a and the same argument employed in the last subcase yields a 
contradiction. This proves Claim (i). 
Since C > (3/4) B so C2 > 314 and therefore also c < 1 - 4 1/3. 
Applying identity (x) to the inequality (2,2,2) we obtain 
a-2c-22(6+~)~/(1 -c)+2e--f>O. 
In this case BC > 1 so that in particular b 3 c and therefore also 
2(b + ~)~/(l - c) 3 8c2. 
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Hence we obtain the inequality 
$a-c-4ca+e-$f>O. (9 
Applying the arithmetic geometric mean inequality to (2,2,2) we have 
2(A + C + E) - 3ACE > 3. (ii) 
Adding (i) and (ii) we get 
--$a - 4c2 + 3ac + 3ce - 3ae + 3ace - ff > 0. 
Observing that c < 1 - + 43 < l/7 we see that 
(iii) 
3ac < $a and 3ace < $ae. 
Applying these bounds in (iii) we obtain 
-4c2 + 3ce - 2+ae - if > 0. (iv) 
Thus 3c - 2$a > 0 and we may replace e by its upper bound a in (iv) to 
get 
-4c2 + 3ac - 2$a2 > 0. 
But the left-hand side of this inequality is a quadratic in c with a single 
maximum value at c = (3/8) a. Hence substituting 
(-g/16 + 9/8 - 24) a2 > 0, 
an obvious contradiction that takes care of this subcase. So D < 1. 
We now have B2 > CD so that inequality (1, 3, 1, 1) holds, i.e., 
A+4BfEfF-B4AEF>6. (0 
WewriteA=l+a,B=l+b,C=l-c,D=l-d,E=l+e, 
F = 1 -f so that a, b, c, d, e, f are all nonnegative. Applying identity (x) 
to (2,2,2) there results 
2b--d--f>0 
so that in particular b > f. Now we compute the terms of different orders 
in (i) separately. Evidently there is no term of the first order. The second- 
order term is 
-6b2 - 4ab - 4be + 4bf - ae + af -+ ef d -2b2 - 3ab - 3be - ae. 
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The third-order term is 
-4b3 - 6ab2 - 6b2e + 6b”f - 4abe + 4abf + 4bef + aef 
< 2b3 - 2ab2 - 2b2e - 3abe. 
The fourth-order term is 
-b4 - 4ab3 - 4b3e + 4b3f - 6ab2e + 6aby -I- 6b2ef + 4abef 
< 3b4 + 2ab3 + 2b3e - 2ab2e < 3b4 f 2ab3. 
The fifth-order term is 
-ab4 - b4e + b4f - 4ab”e + 4ab3f + 4b3ef + 6ab2ef < 4ab4 + 6ab3e. 
The sixth- and seventh-order terms together are 
-ab4e i- ab4f + b4ef + 4ab3ef -I- ab4ef < 3ab4e + ab5 + b6e + ab5e. 
Now (3/4) B < C < 1 so that b < l/3 and therefore also f < l/3. Of the 
positive terms in the above upper bounds for the terms of various orders 
the following is true: 
2b3 < (2/3) b2, 
3b4 + 2ab3 < (l/3) b2 + (2/9) ab, 
4ab4 + 5ab3e < (4/27) ab + (2/9) ae, 
3ab4e + ab6 + b6e + ab6e < (l/27) ae + (l/81) ab + (l/81) be 
+ (l/243) ae, 
and it is clear that these bounds added together are not sufficient to 
outweigh the second-order term, which provides us with the contra- 
diction that completes this case. Thus from now on we may assume that 
E < 1. 
Case (3) D > 1 
It now follows that Da > EF so that inequality (3, 3) holds. Applying 
the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to (3, 3) we get 
2(A + D) - 2A2D2 > 3, 
which is impossible by the usual reasoning, settling this case. We may 
therefore assume from now on that D < 1. 
Case(4) Bcl. 
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WriteB=l-b,D=I--d,E=l-e,F=l--fsothatb,d,e,f 
are all nonnegative. Applying identity (x) to (2,2, 1, 1) we have 
-2b-2d-e-f>O, 
the contradiction that dispenses with this case. Thus we may assume from 
nowonthatB> 1. 
Case (5) C<l. 
Inequality (1,2, 1, 1, I) with identity (x) yields 
a-2c-d-e-f>0 
so that in particular a > d + e +J: Further (2/3) A < C .< 1 so that 
a < 3. The inequality (3, 1, 1, 1) tells us that 
4A+D+E+F-A4DEF>6, 
which implies 
4(1 + 4 + (1 - d) + (1 - e) + (1 -f) - (1 + a)“(1 - d - e -f) > 6 
which becomes 
(d + e +f)(4a + 6a2 + 4a3 + b’) - 6u2 - 4a3 - d’ > 0, 
and since a > d + e + f we get 
-2a2 + 2a3 + 3a4 + a5 > 0, 
which is an obvious impossibility since 0 < a < 4. This proves that 
c > 1. 
To sum up what we have shown so far, assuming that the theorem is 
false we can suppose from now on that 
A > 1, B > 1, c > 1, D < 1, E< 1, F< 1. 
WewriteA=l+a,B=l+b,C=l+c,D=l-d,E=l-e, 
and F = 1 -f so that a, b, c, d, e, f are all nonnegative. 
Claim (i) b > c. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that b < c. The inequality 
(2, 2,2) holds since 2E 3 2($B) = B > 1 > F. Applying identity (x) to 
this we obtain 
b-d-f>0 
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so that in particular 
C>b>f. 
Also (1, 1, 3, 1) holds so that 
A + B + 4C + F(1 - ABC”) > 6. 
As1 -ABC4<OandF= 1 -f > 1 -citfollowsthat 
A + B + 4C + (1 - c)(l - ABC4) > 6. 
We assert that C4(1 - c) > 1, for otherwise we obtain 
3c + 2c2 - 2c3 - 3P - c5 < 0, 
(9 
and since (3/4) C < D < 1 so 0 < c < l/3 and this is clearly impossible. 
Thus 1 - AC4(1 - c) < 0 and therefore also by (i) 
A + 4C - AC4(1 - c) + (I - c) > 5. 
But again by what we have just shown, 
or 
4c - C4(1 - c) - c > 3 
-2c2 + 2c3 + 3c4 + c5 > 0 
which we have already shown is impossible. This contradiction proves 
Claim (i). 
Claim (ii) C6 < 2. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that C6 > 2, so that in parti- 
cular 
ABC4 > C6 > 2 by Claim (i). 
Therefore inequality (1, 1, 4) holds, namely, 
A+B+4C-$ABC5>6. 
The left-hand side as a function of C has the derivative 
4 - (5/2) ABC4 < 0. 
Thus we may replace C by 21f6 to obtain 
A + B + 4 . 211s - $AB25/6 > 6. 
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But as A 3 B 3 21r6 it follows that 
A + 5 . 2116 - A > 6 ? 
which is impossible. This proves Claim (ii). 
By Claim (ii) it follows that c < l/S. 
Claim (iii) 2c <J 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that 2c > J By (1, 1, 3, l), 
A+B+4C-ABC*F+F>6. 
Now the coefficient of B in the left-hand side is 
1 - AC4F < 1 - AC4(1 - 2c) < 1 - C5(1 - 2~) 
= -3c + lOc3 + 15c4 + 9c5 + 2c6 < 0 since c < l/8. 
Hence we may replace B by C using Claim (i) to obtain 
A+5C-AC5F+F>6. 
Since 1 - AC5 < 0 it follows that 
A + 5C + (1 - 2c)(l - AC5) > 6. 
Further, by what we have just seen, 1 - C5(1 - 2~) < 0 so again we may 
replace A by C to obtain 
6C - P(1 - 2~) + (1 - 2~) > 6, 
which becomes 
-3c2 + 10c3 + 25c4 + 24c5 + llc6 + 2c7 > 0. 
But as c < l/8 this is clearly impossible. This contradiction proves 
Claim (iii). 
Claim (iv) -;a - if + (3/2) a2 > 0. 
Proof. By (1,2,2, 1) and identity (x) we have 
a+2c--e--f>0 so that e < $a + c - QJ: 
On the other hand (2,2,2) asserts that 
4(A + C + E) - 2(A2/B + C2/D + E2/F) > 6 
and using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality this implies 
2(A + C + E) - 3ACE > 3. 
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Since 2 - 3AC < 0 we obtain 
2(A + C) + (2 - 3AC)(l - $a - c + if) > 3 
which becomes 
-jgz - 4 f + (3/2) a2 + (3/2)(uc + u2c - uf) + 3(ac2 - &zcf) 
+ 3(c2 - &cf) > 0. 
But $A < D < 1 so a < 1. As 2c < f by Claim (iii) we have 
(3/2)(uc + u2c - af) + 3(uc2 - &zcf) + 3(c2 - &cf) < 0 
for each bracketed term is nonpositive. This proves Claim (iv). 
Claim (v) u > $. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that a < 4. Suppose first that 
b < $a. By (2,2, 1, 1) and identity (x), 
2b--d-e-f>0 
so that in particular 2b > d + e + f and so by our assumption 
u>d+e+f. 
Now (3, 1, 1, 1) asserts that 
4A+D+E+F-A4DEF>6 
and thus it follows that 
4A+D+E+F-A4(1-d-e-f)>6 
and so 
4A + (A4 - I)(d + e + f) - A4 > 3. 
But a > d + e +fimplies 
4A + a(A4 - 1) - A4 > 3, 
which becomes 
-2 + 2u +3u2 + u3 > 0. 
As a < 4 this is clearly impossible. Therefore we must have b > ia. 
Suppose now that f > *a. By Claim (iv) 
-&z--*f+(3/2)u2>0 
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hence -(3/4) a + (312) a2 > 0 or a > 4. Hence we must havef < $a. We 
next aim to show that A > 21i2. 
Inequality (1, 1, 3, 1) asserts that 
A+B+4C-ABC4F+F>6. (9 
However AF >, (1 + a)(1 - $a) = 1 + $a - i$a2 > 1 since a < 1. Hence 
the term 4C - ABC4F < 4 - ABF and we have 
A+B+F-ABF>2, 
and as b > $a we get 
(1 + a) + (1 + +a) + (1 -f) - (1 + a)(1 + &a)(1 -f) > 2 
or 
or 
--*a2 + ia”f + (3/2) af > 0 
or 
-a+3f+af>O 
f > a/(3 + a). 
Hence by Claim (iv) 
0 -c -$a - $f + (3/2) a2 < -ia - a/2(3 + a) + (3/2) a’. 
whence 
3a2 + 8a - 4 > 0 
which implies that a > (428 - 4)/3 > 0.43, and so A > 21ia as we 
desired to show. 
Now inequality (1,2,2, 1) and identity (x) tell us that 
a + 2c -2e-f>O and so a > 2e by Claim (iii). 
Hence AE > (1 + a)(1 - &a) > 1 since a < 1. As we have just seen that 
AF > 1 we obtain A4EF > 2. Hence inequality (4, 1, 1) holds, namely, 
4AfE+F--A5EF>6. (ii) 
Now 
1 - $A”(1 - $a) < 1 - A3(1 - *a) = -(5/2) a - (3/2) a2 + gas 
+&9<Osincea<l. 
On the other hand, the coefficient of F in the left-hand side of (ii) is 
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1 - &A5E < 1 - ijA5(1 - $z) < 0. Thus since F = 1 -J > 1 - &a it 
follows that F may be replaced by 1 - &a in the inequality (ii). Also 
E = 1 - e 3 1 - +z and therefore also by similar reasoning E may be 
replaced by 1 - +a in the same inequality. We then obtain 
or 
4(1 + a) - &(I + ~)~(l - $a) + 2 -a > 6 
8a - 21a2 - 5a3 + lOa + 6a5 - a6 - a7 > 4. 
But a < 4 implies that -21a2 - 5a3 + 1Odl + 6a6 < 0 so that 8a > 4 
or a > $ contrary to our assumption. This establishes Claim (v). 
Claim (vi) b > t. 
ProoJ Assume by way of contradiction that b < 4. Then using 
(2, 2, 1, 1) as before we obtain d + e + f < 4. Thus (3, 1, 1, 1) implies 
4A+D+E+F-A4(1-d-e-f)>6, 
or 
4A - A4 + (A4 - l)(d -t- e 4-f) > 3 
so 
i.e., 
4A - A4 + &(A4 - 1) > 3, 
2 - 3a - 2a2 - &a3 > 0 
which contradicts a > +. This proves Claim (vi). 
Claim (vii) f < a/6 + l/3. 
Proof. We have 
But by (1,2, 1,2) and identity (x) a + 2c - d - 2f > 0 so 
$a+c >f (ii) 
Adding twice (i) to (ii) there results the desired ineaquality, proving 
Claim (vii). 
Claim (viii) AF > 516. 
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Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that AF < 516. Then 
(1 + a)(1 -f) < W 
By Claim (vii), 
or 
(1 + u)(2/3 - a/6) > 5/6 
a2 - 3a + 1 > 0, 
which is impossible because 4 < a < 1. This proves Claim (viii). 
At long last we are able to derive the final contradiction as follows. By 
Claims (vi) and (viii) 
AB4F > (5/6)(5/4)4 > 2. 
Hence inequality (1,4, 1) holds, namely, 
A+4B+F-$AB5F>6. 
The coefficient of F on the left-hand side of (a) is 
1 - &AB5 < 1 - 4 * (3/2) . (5/4)5 < 0 
and so F may be replaced in inequality (a) by a smaller value. But 
Hence 
F > 213 - a/6. 
A + 4B + (2/3 - u/6)(1 - $AB5) > 6. 
The derivative of the left-hand side of(b) with respect to B is 
(4 
(b) 
4 - (5/2) B4A(2/3 - a/6) < 4 - (5/2)(5/4)*(5/6) < 0 
since we have already seen that A(2/3 - a/6) > 5/6. Hence B may be 
replaced in (b) by 5/4. Hence 
and so 
A + 4(5/4) + (2/3 - a/6)(1 - +A(5/4)5> > 6 
A + (2/3 - a/6)(1 - (3/2) A) > 1 
since &(5/4)5 > 3/2. This becomes 
(a - 1)(3a + 4) > u, 
which is impossible since a < 1. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
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